














                                                        POINT OF VIEW





April 9th, 1917 - Vimy, France

        The rain was relentless as it fell from the cloudy grey skies, the dreary tone set earlier in the week, making him and everyone else miserable in the process. Water on the ground quickly turned into large swathes of mud, the trenches turning into death traps where one could miss every bullet, and die from drowning. Artillery barrages drowned out the sound of falling rain and shouts from other soldiers, the shells exploding with ferocity all around. It was time to make the final push to take the ridge from the enemy, and all the battalions were ready to throw everything they had left to achieve this goal.
        The corporal was already starting to advance behind a newer battlefield weapon - the tank - when a cannon shell impacted  the ground nearby, exploding violently and throwing troops into the muddy ground that were too close to avoid it. Trying his hardest not to panick, the corporal pressed on and started to run, hoping to make it to a friendly trench close by to brace himself up against the walls of dirt and sandbags before more artillery started to rain down on him and his unit. Bodies lay broken and bloodied in the mud of the battlefield, brave countrymen who had fallen victim to the enemy's attacks.
        It was a feeling of temporary relief that greeted him upon arrival at the trench, jumping down into it and leaning into a sandbag wall, while gripping his Ross rifle tighter and tighter, continually inspecting the bayonet as it's business end. Other troops in the trench were doing the same thing, with the lot of them ready for the moment when they'd throw themselves over the top of the trench and fight their way to the top of the ridge. Knowing that moment was fast approaching, the corporal got himself psyched, and awaited the word. It came seconds later, with men yelling battle cries and launching themselves onto the battlefield.. eager to complete the final phase of the offensive, no matter the cost.
        After a long, deep breath, he jumped over the trench wall and back out onto the mud, his boots splashing in the puddles and muddy ground as he charged with his countrymen, the assault now full on. Machine gun fire emanated from the plateau near the ridge, cutting down some of the men as they forged ahead, bodies dropping fast and furious. An artillery shelll exploded off to his left, sending more men and bloody body parts raining down on the hostile ground as those who were lucky enough to keep attacking, did. The corporal was almost to the objective, when a bullet struck him in the chest and cut him down. He fell into the mud, gasping for air as he started to feel the life ooze out of him.
         As he lay dying amisdt the chaos, a strange thing begann to happen. He started to feel as if his mind was floating away from his body, rising up into the wet air, seeing all the carnage from above it all. There was no pain anymore, no lack of air to suck in. It seemed very peaceful, more like a dream than anything else. 
        'Where am I going?' he wondered, as he got farther and father away from the battlefield, the ridge, and the war itself, feeling like he was nothing but a butterly rising high into the sky......


August 19th, 1942 - Dieppe, France

        Dawn was still an hour or so away, the night sky refusing to let go as the allied troop ships and their escorts were finally approaching their destination, the men aboard getting jittery and eager to get off and fight, seemingly not caring about the certain death that awaited them on the sandy shores of Juno Beach. The clicking of bolts on rifles and men snapping their backpacks into place were heard on every landing craft as they pulled closer and closer to shore, ready to offload their human payload and start the operation. It wasn't long until destroyers in the battle group started to bombard the beaches, as airplanes screamed overhead dropping bombs on gun emplacements as well.
        The boat he was on came to a halt, dropping it's ramp into the waist deep water, the splash from the heavy metal object creating a small wave on it's own. Allied troops began to pile into the water, wading ashore as the German gun locations started to open fire on them. Soldiers began to get picked off in the water, with man not reaching the beach. Those who made it to the beach were either getting mowed down by machine gun fire from within protected pill boxes, or grenades detonating in the sand as they tried to advance further inwards. One after another the Allies fell, bodies hitting the sand faster then most had ever seen in war, much less an invasion like this.
        One troops transport was in the process of dropping it's ramp, when a bomb from an enemy plane hit it, blowing it to pieces and killing most of thr soldiers it had carried across the channel, the water starting to turn red from all the blood. It soon became evident that there was no hope of this invasion becoming anywhere near a victory, as a lone private kept crawling towards the enemy, wounded and taking shrapnel from a nearby bomb blast, yet undeterred and intent on taking some of the enemy soldiers with him before he was killed. The man's strong will kept him going, able to fire off a few shots of his own, before using the last bit of his energy to toss a grenade into an opening in a bunker.
        Smiling at the explosion, he took a moment to look back at the landing area to see who was still with him. The sight that greeted him drained his face of it's colour, the beach littered with bodies and rubble, two or more landing craft on fire in the busy waters, and more men still being picked off by the enemy guns as they landed. He sobbed softly at all this, before turning his attention back to the Germans. He was bleeding more from a couple wounds and didn't have too mcuh longer. Thinking only of his duty, the private held onto his weapon and fired more shots at the enemy, before taking another bullet to his shoulder, sending him rolling onto his back and losing conciousness. 
        "No....." he mumbled, before a feeling of fatigue started to close his eyes for him, his thoughts taking him away to a happier place, as he seemingly began to rise up from his corporeal existence and headed for the clouds, feeling relieved as his pain all disappeared, calmness replacing chaos as he now felt at peace with everything. It was almost as if he was being ushered elsewhere in the universe, his time as a warrior now ended, being sent off to do something else, somewhere else......


April 24th, 1951 - Kapyong, Korea

       A brief respite in the bombardment was a welcome diversion, the Chinese forces having tried almost everything in the last few days to dislodge him and his unit from Hill 677, but with little to no success. When night had fallen again after the third day, they could hear the fighting shifting towards another allied company, all while everyone on their hill were still hunkered down in some fox holes spread around the hill and such. Enemy forces tried their best to mount an assault, but were pushed back. Now as the evening turned closer to midnight, the sounds of mortars and machine guns picked up their pace. A new enemy offensive was bursting up the hillside, trying to outflank the allies.
      Hundreds of Chinese troops started rushing the hillside, mortar file raining down on the allied soldiers and plantlife that inhabited the hills in the area. Dirt flew everywhere as the shells exploded, trying to force the allies to leave the fox holes and make themselves vulnerable to the guns. The forward platoon near where the assault was happening were starting to get pounded. Men were jumping in and out of fox holes, or rushing the enemy combatants, refusing to let the opposition get an easy victory. Bodies started to litter the hillside, bloody and battered, some losing their lives in brutal hand to hand combat at close range, while others fell victim to repeated mortar fire and subsequent explosions.
       The young major left the safety of his fox hole to lead a group of men towards the enemy advancement, hoping to cut them off and inflict as much damage on them as possible before they got to close to everyone else. Fierce volleys of bullets and grenades were almost as deafening as the explosions produced by bigger munitions. Battle cries and screaming replaced that a short time later, as gunfire gave way to knives and fists in close combat, as small fires raged in the grass around belligerents as they warred. Yelling an order to his unit, the major charged ahead and attacked the enemy.
      Chinese soldiers dropped one by one as his unit started to make headway against the enemy forces. After a few minutes, he was getting ready to issue some new orders when a mortar shell exploded right next to him, sending the young man flying backwards into a fox hole, bleeding and missing a leg now. He could feel himself starting to slip away, too badly injured to be saved, blood pouring out of his body. His last few thoughts went to his girlfriend back in Canada, and what would become of her. Eyes closing for the last time, he began to feel himself fading into a fog that was seemingly leaving the hill and rising up into the night sky. The stress and worry and pain he was feeling was all being replaced by euphoria and peace, and he did not know why. The stars were calling him now.......


Space - Present Day

       All the research in the cosmos could not prepare it for what it had experienced by invading different time periods in this primitive planet's history, inhabiting a flesh and blood body in three conflicts that stood out in the minds of the current living beings. They fought each other over trivial matters, and used petty excuses and overly hyped events to incite hate and conflict. 
       'Such a curious, backwards little world.' thought the Entity as it continued to orbit the planet called Earth, completing the last of it's mission before departing for another stop on it's fact-finding tour of the galaxy.
      'These Earthers. They crave conflict far too much.' was the thought that swirled through the Entity as it struggled to make sense of the human condition, wondering why there was so much loss of life due to such nonsense. Having been to countless other worlds for the same reason, it had never encountered as much hostility as what was found within just one of the human's 'centuries', with the three conflicts it had visited being only a few of many. 
     'It's asounding they made it out of that century thing.' it pondered, not sure how this race was still living on. Still, the Entity did have a small bit of respect and admiration for the determination the humans had to overcome their failings. What was learned from the three separate beings from their specific battles was more than it had hoped for to begin with. Selflessness, courage, and honour were the pillars of the men whose lives the Entity had touched. Each one sacrificed themselves knowing that the possibility of victory was remote. Intriguing was also the fact of how they knew that their corporeal existance was but a fraction of time, but risked this willingly to die for a cause or ideal, or for complete strangers far from their homes. 
      'Perhaps this Earth is worth more study in the future, and not just in conflicts.' thought the Entity, pondering returning here sometime soon to indulge in other aspects of their history and culture.
       After one more quick orbit, it was time to depart and continue on. There were more worlds that needed to be researched and explored. Experiencing history through time distortions was a very involved process that required dedication and patience amongst Entities, but was rewarding in it's own unique way. Without further adieu, the solitary spherical form of the Entity and it's swirling energy shot out from Earth orbit, travelling beyond space and time to yet another destination on it's quest for knowledge.



      "Mankind must put and end to war, or war will put an end to mankind......"
                                                                                                          -John F. Kennedy


                                                            THE END

